
  

Choosing and using telescopes
Nick Busby

A brief guide for the inexperienced observer



  

Choosing a telescope
Types of telescopes and their design

 Refracting
 Reflecting
 Combination (catadioptric)

Types of mount

Magnification

Uses

Prices

Beginners scopes

Suppliers



  

The refracting telescope

F1 F2

Magnification = F1/F2

Aperture (A)

F ratio = F1/A



  

Single lens objectives are not practical for 
astronomical applications (unless of 
extremely long focal length)

Chromatic aberration

Light of different wavelengths travels at different 
velocities in the same medium, from Snells law this 
means they refract by different amounts and come 

to a different focus



  

The achromatic lens

Green ray at different focal point 
To the red and blue rays



  

Uses specialist fluoro-crown 
and flint glasses

With modern glass technology it is possible to 
construct apochromatic quality objectives as a 
doublet; the so-called semi-apochromatic 



  

Modern low f ratio apochromatic refractors

Refracting telescopes

150mm f8 
achromatic



  

Reflecting telescopes

As mirrors reflect, not refract, they do not have 
chromatic aberration

They do have their own defects however:

Coma

Spherical aberration

Central obstruction effects

All these have been addressed and today all large 
telescopes are some kind of reflecting 
instrument



  

Reflecting telescope construction

Parabolic primary 
mirror

Diagonal mirror

Focal length

Prime focus

The f ratio is the focal length divided by the diameter of the primary mirror
F10 is a relatively “slow” design, f4 is a “fast” design. Lower f ratios give wider fields of view 
but lower magnification, the image is brighter but they are more challenging to collimate and 
have worse coma



  

Other reflecting designs
(not for beginners)

Ritchey-Chretien
(Cassegrain)

Modified Dall-Kirkham
(Cassegrain)

Scheifspiegler

Astrograph



  

Catadioptric designs

The Maksutov Newtonian

Both Schmidt and Maksutov designs are 
available as Cassegrain or Newtonian 
configurations  

Maksutov Cassegrain



A few words on magnification





  





  

Uses

Type Planets Moon Terrestrial Cost Pros Cons
Poor OK Ace Excellent Highest Size, wide field Price
Excellent Excellent OK Good High Contrast Price

Achromatic Good Good OK Good Medium Price
Excellent Excellent Good poor Medium Contrast, image Price, size
Ace Excellent OK Good High Contrast, image Price

Schmidt Excellent Excellent Good Poor Medium Size (compact) Weight
Newtonian Good Good Excellent Poor Lowest Price, aperture Coma, size

Deep 
Sky

Apo low F
Apo high F

Aperture & colours
Mak Newt
Mak Cass.

Refractors score highly for high contrast requirements,
Apochromatics are fantastic wide field astrographs
Catadioptrics are good all-rounders, 
Maksutov Newtonians make great astrographs.
For low cost light buckets Newtonians are unbeatable

Other factors to consider include portability and type of mount required.



  

Usk Obs.



  

A cure for aperture fever?



  

Mount types

Alt azimuth, fork mount Equatorial



  

Mount types

Dobsonian

Robotic equatorial



  

To go-to or not go-to

Go-to telescopes will automatically find objects 
after an alignment process

Cost more but can make life very easy

An argument that it prevents beginners from 
learning the sky

You will see a lot more with a go-to in the early 
days



What should I buy?

Assumptions

• Beginning observing, little or no experience

• General observing, deep sky, planets etc.etc.

• On a budget and looking for value (<£300)

• Reasonably portable (in a car)

The views expressed here are entirely personal, gained from experience
 and do not reflect any commercial interest.  They are given for guidance only and in good faith



First choice

Skywatcher Skyliner 
200PDobsonian

+ Quality optics

+ Good aperture (8”)

+ Very easy to use

+ F5.9 – little adjustment

+ Portable

- No “goto”

£289



2nd choice(s) (Smaller and lighter goto)

Skywatcher Synscan
+Excellent “goto” for price
+Both quality scopes
+Maksutov £81 more, but 
more compact
-Mount a bit lightweight
-Takes about 15 mins to 
setup and align

Skymax 127
(Maksutov 
Cassegrain)

Skywatcher 
Explorer 130P
(Newtonian 
reflector)

Note both Skywatcher and Celestron 
entry level instruments are made in the 
same factory and are virtually the same 
– but Skywatcher is a bit cheaper

£379

£298



3rd choice, Newtonian with EQ 
mount

SkyWatcher EXPLORER-150P EQ3-
2 Newtonian Reflector Telescope

+Can be used for some astro 
photography

+ tracks objects (RA motor extra)

- no goto

£295



Buying second hand?

All Newtonians from Skywatcher, Meade, Celestron, 
Orion, Vixen etc. all good and reliable, not much to go 
wrong either, Dobs can be a bargain. Avoid other less 
well known makes e.g. Seben, Jessops in my view 
they often range from low quality to junk

With Schmitt Cassegrains can get “lemons” – particularly 
pre 2000 – get advice

Cheap refractors (<£100 new) are often a waste of 
money, expect to pay >£500 for a new 80mm APO

Buying mounts? – get some advice, some great bargains 
but can be problems



What else do I need?

You will need a range of eyepieces of different focal lengths, for a 
Dobsonian, 30mm, 15 mm, 10mm, and 6 mm is a good range

A 2x Barlow can be used to reduce the need for lots of eyepieces.

No need to start with expensive eyepieces good starter eyepieces 
can be bought for around £30 each.  Look for Plossl, wide angle 
and orthoscopic.

All famous makers eyepieces are OK – Skywatcher, Celestron, 
Meade etc. also GSO and Revelation are good.

For spectacle wearers – for short or long sight the telescope will 
compensate, other issues (e.g. astigmatism) use specs with 
long eye relief eyepieces



What else do I need

Filters you can get later – ask for advice from 
experienced members.

With reflectors – a collimation device, these can 
be purchased for about £30 or even made for 
nothing.  Laser collimators are more trouble 
than they are worth.

A decent star atlas, I use this one
Sky & Telescope's Pocket Sky Atlas [Spiral-bound]

Roger W Sinnott £13



Some other great books to help you

Full of excellent advice for 
practical observing, highly 
recommended £24

The Backyard Astronomer's Guide

Terence Dickinson

Never be lost for something 
to look for – an excellent 
guide – get the spiral 
bound version £20

Turn left at Orion, Guy Consolmagno



And finally
The best way to learn the sky is by exploring – it is much easier 

than you think

Start with easy objects, The Pleides, the double cluster, M13, 
Albireo, M42, the ring nebula, M31

Learn how the telescope works and how to find stuff

Don’t start at the hard end – i.e. dim comets & faint galaxies

You will learn how to “see” as you practice

Plan your session based on conditions; i.e. if the moon is up look 
at that not nebulae

Be very wary of equipment reviews in magazines!

Don’t be timid - ask questions – we like to help 

Get out and do it!



  

Suppliers

http://www.firstlightoptics.com/

http://www.rothervalleyoptics.co.uk/

http://www.telescopehouse.com/

http://www.365astronomy.com/

http://www.modernastronomy.com/

http://www.scsastro.co.uk/

http://www.harrisontelescopes.co.uk/

http://www.teleskop-express.de/shop/index.php/language/en

Second hand equipment can be found here

http://www.astrobuysell.com/uk/

Suppliers I have used and found give good service
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